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Fig.1 System configuration

We use optical 3-D tracking system to track the position of surgical instrument and
organ during the operation. The position and orientation of IP display can be also
measured for image registration. With these data, we calculate the relative position of
surgical instrument to organ. Both of the patient organ model/target and surgical
instrument are represented in the form of IP. The resultant IPs are displayed in real-
time on IP display.

Fig.2 Principle of Integral Videography. The figure shows how to generate and reproduce a 3-
D object by IV. Light rays reflected at the first point seen from the observer�s side on the 3-D
object pass through the centers of all lenses on the array and are redisplayed on the flat
display. When the image was lit from behind, light rays intersect at the original point to
become a new light point.

In the proposed computer-generated IP, each point showed in a 3-D space is
reconstructed by the convergence of rays from pixels on the computer display,
through lenses in the array. The observer can see any point in the display from various
directions as if it were fixed in 3-D space. Each point appears as a new light source
(Fig2.b), and then a 3-D object can thus be constructed as an assembly of such
reconstructed light sources. Coordinates of those points in the 3-D object that
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correspond to each pixel of the flat display (for example: LCD) must be calculated for
each pixel on a display. Fig.2a Shows 3-D IP image�s rendering method that
calculates coordinates of one point for each pixel of the flat display.

The fundamental layouts of this system include the operator, 3-D image on IP
display, half-silvered mirror, reflected image, patient in this system, the relations of
them are shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3 Fundamental layout for surgical registration

2.2 Generate a Real-Time IP for Organ and Surgical Instrument

(1) Method of generating IP for organ and surgical instrument
We can create a clear and detailed stationary IP image by using the fundamental

method shown in Fig.2. However, the calculating time of this method for searching
the first point seen by observer was too costly to be used as a real-time IP creating.
Moreover, the intra-operative situation of the surgical instrument change frequently
compared to the organ. It is very difficult to create a real-time intra-operative IP when
the surgical instrument is calculated together with the organ. Consequently, we
present a new method that creates organ and surgical instrument�s IP respectively
firstly (Fig.4), and then combine them together. One of integrated IP image of brain
and inserted surgical instrument creating with this method is shown in Fig.5.

Fig.4 Method for dealing with organ and
surgical instrument for making real-time IP Fig.5 A cross section and the foci of brain IP
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Fig.8 Transformations between coordinate systems

3. Experiments

3.1 Experimental Equipment

Using the registration method shown in 2.3, we can coincides the position of the 3-D
image theoretically with that of objects. However, some errors in the recognized
positions of the points in the image are inevitable. So we measured the accuracy of the
recognized location of the registered image to the real object by using a 80mm cubic
phantom objects, which include four MRI markers (a column capsule filled with oil,
diameter of about 7mm) on its surface and a ball (diameter 15mm, material in clay,
regarded as target in the puncturing experiment), two poles (diameter 2-4mm,
regarded as vessel in the avoiding experiment) inside (Fig.9).

The 3-D image generated from MRI was superimposed on the phantom with the
registration method mentioned above. The position corresponding to the markers were
displayed in the 3-D image and their coordinates were measured three times by the
optical tracking system (Fig.10). The mean value of differences between the measured
and the true coordinates of four markers Mi (i=1~4) is 1.13mm and the S.D is 0.79mm.
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3.2 Real-Time Puncture and Avoidance Experiment

! Real-time puncture experiment
We measure the spatial location of surgical instrument (a small needle) by tracking

the probe fixed on surgical instrument with an optical tracking system. The tip positions
and inserted point of the needle can be calculated. These position data will be used for
creating an intra-operative IP image of surgical instrument. Fig.11 show an
instantaneous situation of the inserted part of surgical instrument when the tip point of
it

Fig.11 (a): An instantaneous situation of IP image when the tip point of surgical instrument
arriving at target. (b): The result of puncture experimentation.

arriving at target in phantom. After finishing puncturing experiment, in order to
examine the accuracy, we withdrew the surgical instrument out of phantom and injected
colored-ink into the traces of puncture from the entrance point of the needle. The
puncture error was 2.6mm by measuring the traces remained in the clay, as shown in
Fig.11 (b).

! Real-time avoidance experiment
In this system, we added feedback information of surgical instrument when it was

inserted into the organ. The color of surgical instrument's 3-D image changed
automatically from green to red when the tip point of instrument approach critical area
as shown in Fig.12 (a). This purpose of experiment was to examine the accuracy of
this navigation system by avoiding a set of poles with different diameters. The
processes of avoidance experiment are performed as follows. First, we inserted the
surgical instrument toward the 3-D image of pole until the IP image�s color of tip
point change. When the color turn to red, we considered the surgical instrument
approached the critical area. In order to confirm our imagination, we inserted the
instrument about 2mm at the same direction. If we perceived the instrument touching
the pole, the experiment was recognized success. Conversely, if the touch could not be
perceived or the color did not change through the experiment, the avoidance was
judged as failure.

We conduced procedures four times for both of shallow location and deep location
for phantom�and phantom�respectively. We succeed in avoiding the pole bigger than
3 mm both in shallow and deep location for 6 times, and succeed avoiding the 2mm�s
pole in shallow location but fail in deep location. After avoiding critical area, we
continue to insert the surgical instrument, as shown in Fig.12 (b).

Error: 2.6mm
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of surgical instruments was effective to present the real-time location of surgical
instruments and the organ during the operation. The experimental results show the
errors of this navigation system were in the range of 2~3mm. Because of the
simplicity and the accuracy of real-time projected point location by introducing a display
device with higher pixel density, this system will be practically usable in the medical
field.
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